2 used as a prism through which we can come to terms with various social and political realities; specifically, the peculiar tension between what I term space and, borrowing from Gibson, nonspace. The freedom of mobility we experience in the latter -that is, through our central communication technology, the internet -highlights the kind of immobility we experience in actual space.
Mobility in Nonspace
The interpretations of Gibson's cyberspace are as numerous as they are diverse. As Lisa Swanstrom explains, Michael Heim's "The Erotic Ontology of Cyberspace" and Robert Markley's "Boundaries: Mathematics, Alienation, and the Metaphysics of Cyberspace" both criticize the concept, reading it as an affirmation of Platonic idealism, one that "undermines the importance of the real, physical world and diminishes the importance of the body." 5 In her influential "Cyberpunk: Preparing the Ground for
Revolution or Keeping the Boys Satisfied?" Nicola Nixon sees it as a proving ground for male dominance, one that involves "jacking in" to the matrix and "penetrating" anti-virus subroutines (a kind of "metaphoric hymeneal membrane") -the matrix is therefore softened and feminized, and the act of hacking tantamount to rape. 6 According to Thomas Bredehoft's description in "The Gibson Continuum: Cyberspace and Gibson's Mervyn Kihn Stories," it is nothing more than an amalgamation of 30s-era futurism and 60s-era drug culture. 7 It is unusually straightforward, then, to focus on cyberspace as an extrapolative concept, and to highlight its banal nature in the context of modern communication technologies. Nevertheless, the interpretation of cyberspace as contemporary technology seems justified: when you remove its hallucinatory aspect and the literal act of "plugging in," all that is left is the "unthinkable complexity" and the "clusters and constellations of data" -in other words, experiences found on the internet on a daily basis (in Neuromancer, of course, Gibson's electric prose makes everything seem otherworldly).
Still, the reduction of cyberspace to the commonplace has certain benefits. It allows us to read Gibson's use of the concept in direct correlation to our own experiences. When the novel's central protagonist, Case (a low-life punk and "console cowboy"), euphorically dives into cyberspace, he experiences infinite, unhampered mobility, a sense of limitlessness, and a horizon of untapped potentialities. He experiences, in other words, a freedom of movement through a kind of ephemeral nonspace.
Through our own online "movements" through data, we achieve a similar kind of mobility -a freedom to transgress boundaries, to nomadically wander, or to partake in what Lisa Swanstrom has characterized as acts of "connection, penetration, and rupture." The matrix Case observes is one ruled by nodes of power. He sees a neon corporate cityscape dominated by the "scarlet pyramid of the Eastern Seaboard Fission Authority"
and the "green cubes of Mitsubishi Bank of America." Nevertheless, he is able to navigate freely around them. He may be unable to penetrate to their cores, but this restriction is negligible in comparison to the unhindered mobility and overall freedom he experiences in the net.
The arrival of this kind of Gibsonian freedom points towards a series of political potentialities (new forms of resistance and subjectivities, for instance), but it also highlights an inverse situation in the material world. We may have become prosthetic gods through our use of communication technologies, but we remain restrained with regards to our movements through actual space.
Immobility in Space
As outlined, Neuromancer certainly illustrates the freedom of movement that modern technology offers us, even if this movement is only virtual. As will be discussed, however, the text also can be seen to foreground the constraints we experience in the The future that Neuromancer paints is therefore one of unrestricted, totalizing capitalism, one of the end of history. It becomes clear why Case's only concern is to flee the flesh, to escape the restrictions of "meat" and get lost in the endless virtual landscapes of the net. In a society with no life outside capitalism, where one is inert, immobile, and unable to flee, the only rational option is to pursue a kind of technological independence and self-determination in the "nonspace of the mind." Keeping Negri's picture of real subsumption in mind, then, we can see that 
The Future of Mobility in Global Capitalism
In the aforementioned "Cyberpunk: Preparing the Ground for Revolution or Keeping the Boys Satisfied?", Nixon's scathing critique of the cyberpunk movement, the claim is made that cyberpunk does not represent the kind of revolutionary project it initially claimed to be. When thinking of the subgenre in very broad, even meta-diegetic terms, this is certainly the case. Many of Bruce Sterling's bombastic claims in his introduction to
Mirrorshades (the cyberpunk manifesto that essentially "launched" the sub-genre) ignore the groundbreaking work that was done a decade earlier. But at the same time, there is no need to try to locate this revolutionary potential in specific cyberpunk texts, including
Neuromancer. The novel is devoid of the kind of social critique Nixon claims the subgenre strives for -not in the sense that the critique is there but false, but in the sense that politics and social critique were never elements of Gibson's early work. Indeed, with Neuromancer we find a text that is thoroughly, unquestioningly apolitical. If there is a project, then, it is not revolutionary or transformative, but rather observational and detached, less political and more sociological. As Veronica Hollinger has described it, the text is "phenomenological"
-its central concern is our day-to-day experience of technoculture and the confusion and displacement that follows.
As I have stated, Gibson's cyberpunk can act as a conceptual apparatus through which one can investigate contemporary sociopolitical phenomena, and when read Unfortunately, mapping that potential is outside the limitations of this paper, and it will have to suffice to make some small suggestions. Interestingly, while Gibson portrays cyberspace as pure escapism -a momentary relief from suffocating restrictions in the material world -Negri sees the advancement of network technologies as providing new opportunities for social cohesion and subversive resistance. In Empire, he goes so far as to insist on ever-more complex forms of "hybridization and mutation," a kind of posthuman abandonment of bodies that are susceptible to control -what he terms a large-scale "anthropological exodus." 14 According to him, "We certainly do need to change our bodies and ourselves, and in perhaps a much more radical way than the cyberpunk authors imagine." 15 Thinking of political change in relation to Neuromancer, then, involves this radical misreading -that technology (cyberspace included) offers not just escape, but the
